
OVER-PRESSURE           
REVERSING VALVES 

5057004 SERIES  Over-pressure Reversing Valve does not require external controls (electrical, pneumatic or 

mechanical). It functions as a result of a pre-set increase of pressure. 

The pressure control of this valve is determined by the compression of internal springs. The two springs work 
simultaneously permitting a pressure regulation from 6 to 30 MPa (870 to 4,350 psi). 

For pressures below this range - 3 to 8 MPA (435 to 1,160 psi) - it will be necessary to remove the larger spring 
from inside the valve, leaving the smaller spring to regulate the valve. 

A pin secured to the control piston gives a visual indication of the operation of the valve. 

This heavy duty valve has a steel body with precision lapped and honed pistons, therefore replacement  piston 
and bodies cannot be supplied separately, as a result it will be necessary to replace the complete valve. 



ELECTRO-MECHANICAL                  

REVERSING VALVE pressures up to 40 Mpa 

line1 
line2 

Pump return 

Lubricant Inlet 

Functional diagram 

Lubricant 

reverser 

code Working voltage 

5057009 24 volt ac /dc 

5057011 220 volt - 50Hz 
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ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC  REVERSING VALVE 
pressures up to 50 MPa (7,250 psi) 

Lubricant Inlet 

G½ uni-iso 228/1 

G⅛ uni-iso 228/1 
air Inlet line1 Line 2 

Pump return 

Solenoid valve 

Solenoid valve 

reverser 

lubricant 

code 
Solenoid valve 

code 
Working voltage 

5057006 9059019 24 volt - 50Hz 

5057007 9059020 110 volt - 50Hz 

5057008 9059021 220 volt - 50Hz 

5057010 9059033 24 volt - DC 
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